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Compile

As your business grows, Compile adapts 

to changes within your workplace and 

grows with you. Compile’s simplicity 

and flexibility aim to keep your                                             

long-term costs low.  It’s the furniture 

solution you can afford to complete your 

office environment today and tomorrow 

without sacrificing quality and beauty. 

The Evolve System is Greenguard certified 
to rigorous indoor air quality standards 
for low-emitting interior products. 

Paper stock used in printing this brochure 
contains post consumer recycled content.
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Variations:  Create individual 
work privacy without isolation 
by utilizing varying panel heights.  
Curvilinear worksurfaces also 
provide the appropriate amount 
of workspace, while increasing 
chair mobility in ever decreasing 
workstation footprints.

Worksurface shown in True White 
(S645LP) with Black (BLK) paint.  
Panel fabrics shown are Birdseye, 
Glide (BE26) and Loopy, Oyster 
(LP60).  

Roma seating is shown with 
Roma Mesh, Autumn Orange (AO) 
back and Arc-Com Roundabout, 
Papaya (AC-60097).



Furniture for a sustainable world.

Compile panels and universal corner posts ship with pre-assembled “Quick 

Connect”, which make it one of the easiest system products to install and 

reconfigure.  Aluminum raceway covers hinge upward and lock in place, or can 

be easily removed providing open access and better protection, for power and 

data in the base of the panel.

Simply Simple.

Interaction:  Larger workstations provide the 
increased worksurface and storage capacity 
while lower panels allow convenient 
interaction.

Worksurface and trim shown in Winter 
Cherry (WCRLP) with Nevada (NEV) paint.  
Panel fabrics are Birdseye, Glide (BE26) and 
Loopy, Oyster (LP60).  

Synopsis seating is shown in Arc-Com 
Roundabout, Tangerine (AC-60096).
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The Compile system offers a clean appearance from top to bottom.  Panels 

are available in monolithic or single segmented, and utilize aluminum raceway 

covers that are available with or without knockouts.  An innovative worksurface 

support and overhead storage mounting system eliminates the need for slots in 

the panel frames, providing a softer visual appearance.

Simply Clean.

Collaboration:  Increase visibility and 
collaboration by using lower panels to 
increase natural light yet still provides 
seated privacy.  Removing panels between 
workstations promotes collaboration in a 
team oriented environment.

Worksurface shown in True White (S645LP) 
with Nevada (NEV) paint.  Panel fabrics 
shown are Coronet, Stone (CO12) and 
Loopy, Hazelnut (LP63).  

Synopsis seating is shown in Arc-Com 
Roundabout, Papaya (AC-60097).



Key Features

Aluminum Raceway Covers

Universal Corner Posts

Quick Connect Panel Hooks

Full-to-floor End Trims

Top Caps Integrated Into Panel Frame
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Worksurface shown in True 
White (S645LP) with Steel (STL) 
paint.  Panel fabrics shown are 
Coronet, Charcoal (CO11) and 
Loopy, Marble (LP62).  

Roma seating is shown with 
Roma Mesh, Winter Grey (WG) 
back and Arc-Com Roundabout, 
Papaya (AC-60097).


